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About This Game

A Case of Distrust is a narrative mystery from 1924 San Francisco. Play as private investigator Phyllis Cadence Malone in this
historical 2D adventure game. Explore underground speakeasies, smoke-filled billiard halls, classic barber shops, and more.

Catch suspects in lies by using evidence, statements, and your wits. Intrinsic challenges face our heroine, as she struggles against
a pushback on emancipation, leading to many doubts, both internal and external. Uncover the truth in a mystery full of

deception!

Features

A hardboiled mystery, working past deceptive characters towards the truth

1924 San Francisco with historically accurate details

Saul Bass inspired visuals and scene transitions

Finger-snapping music that gives style to the roaring 20s

Themes of poverty, racism, and emancipation that tie into contemporary issues
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quot;Mindless fun". Literally.

Pound of Ground is a simple, open-world game, focusing on stemming the tide of a zombie horde in what is presumably the
Western Wastes of the USA. The operative word here being "simple". You either shoot zombies, beat them about the skull with
a bat, or run them down in your very own hot rod. There are little "metagames" strewn about, such as setting distance records
for jumps in your car, or how far you can knock away a zombie with your bat, and these help stave off the monotony that sets in
with every zombie-killing game.

The graphics are chunky, and the voice acting is evident of a development team whose first language wasn't English, but the
music is pretty cool, and the cartoonish nature of the visuals make up for any cutscenes you'll inevitably want to start skipping.

The lack of polish on this game makes it hard for me to recommend to anyone when it's not on sale, but it's definitely worth at
least a run through it's demo.. I really enjoyed the game and spend a pretty good time discovering all the details in the game.
The dialogues are really funny and I was surprised about the mini game\/ secret quest.
I think for the price it's a pretty good deal yet I kinda missed special items in the shop. I mean ik you can buy energy drinks, but
I thought it would be cool if there would be several more special items or items to protect you.
. A pretty good game. Delivers what it promises. It's like top-down version of Devil's Tuning Fork, without any tuning fork. Just
echo of your footsteps. Actually, some other footsteps too.... even though i have the season pass installed its not showing up in
game. It's fun and the endings are funny too, worth the money I payed for it. :). Best War Game ever!!!!. it is so cool
. 9/10 this is gud wonk material. Worth playing.. This very short casual point-and-click adventure has much better storytelling
and characterization than is usual for this genre. There are some nice hidden-object scenes and challenging (but fair) puzzle
mini-games.

Sounds great, right? Unfortunately, this game fails because the game engine is unbearably clunky. Usually you have to point and
click, but there are a few key moments where you have to drag items instead, and there's no clear logic as to why you would
need to do so. The engine also requires a very annoyingly precise level of pixel hunting, both to find usual items and to find
items in hidden-object scenes.

The dev team has a lot of potential! But they really need to 1) clean up the game engine, 2) add much more content for a
released game.
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By far the weakest of the "Air Conflicts" series of games. The campaign is highly repetitive and the AI is little match for a child
let alone an experienced flight sim buff. The graphics and aircraft damage are very well done, scenery looks quite nice. The real
selling factor on this is the multiplayer which can be quite a bit of fun. Unfortunately, the community for it has dried up a bit
with the release of subsequent titles, so you're better off buying those both for a better campaign and the larger online
multiplayer community. The game's not terrible, but I just can't recommend a purchase given the draw backs and easily
available alternatives.. The soundtrack is absolutely fantastic. If you remember the times of UMX (midi) music, Unreal, Unreal
Tournament, and Deus Ex, this is the main source of inspiration. It creates phenomenal sense of tension in-game, and stands on
its own, as a listening experience. I couldn't recommend it more, it's a must-have.. I absolutely love the colors, the music, totally
a fun little game! The puzzles are a bit simple, but I've only done the very first four. I would love to see more games like this
though!

Definitely a 9/10 in my book!. This is a great party game for having friends or family over; you can even play with young kids
around using the options in settings. If you have 3 or more people sitting in your living room on their smartphones, you can have
a laugh together with Drawful 2 instead of making awkward small talk while people ignore you in favour of Instagram.. This is
garbage, and a full time lie.............. dont put your money on this..... Very simple puzzles, mostly a walking sim with a somewhat
nonsensical narrative.. THIS GAME!

For the price paid? Just get it! I really really enjoyed it, pay very little and have a lot of fun for the price.

10\/10 would play again, I haven't complete it yet but I definitely will, check out my YouTube video for a little bit of gameplay
down there:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tbidsHJuX8E&feature=youtu.be
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